Registration for sessions
Registration for individual sessions with a limited number of participants (BodyPump, indoor cycling, indoor rowing, weights room, introduction, etc.) is possible at www.sport.unisg on the morning of the training day from 7.45 a.m. If participants are unable to attend at short notice, it is imperative that they deregister. Non-attendance without deregistration is not tolerated and may result in the person concerned being excluded from training sessions. Fair play!

Courses requiring registration
Participants are able to register on the homepage www.sport.unisg.ch or directly in the Sports Office from the 1st day of the semester. Registrations are only definitive after the course fee has been paid. If payment is not received within 2 days after registration, registration will be forfeited and people from the waiting list will be admitted.

Cancellation fees
Unless specified differently in the relevant advertisement, we charge the following cancellation fees for camps, courses and events:
up to 30 days before the beginning: 20% of the overall price;
29-10 days before the beginning: 50% of the overall price;
9 or fewer days: 100% of the overall price.

If a substitute participant attends instead of the person registered, Unisport will charge an administrative surcharge of CHF 30.00 to cover expenses.

Smoke-free sports!
This is a campaign conducted by the Swiss Olympic Association and the Federal Office of Public Health. The St.Gallen Academic Sports Association supports this campaign. Smoking, snus and drugs do not belong either in a sports ground or on any other sports premises. Cool & clean for the spirit of sport!
Insurance, accidents, liability
Since 1 January 1996, everyone who is resident in Switzerland has been obliged by law to take out a health insurance policy with a Swiss health insurance company (Federal Health Insurance Act).

Accident insurance is the participants’ responsibility (compulsory!)
Participants who are in gainful employment for more than 8 hours a week are insured for non-occupational accidents by their employers. Participants who are not in gainful employment, or for fewer than 8 hours a week, have to take out an accident insurance policy with a health insurer themselves.

The University of St.Gallen offers students enrolled at the HSG additional insurance cover subject to a charge. However, this insurance only covers that part of the benefits that is not covered by the health insurance. Thus this accident insurance can only be regarded as a supplement to the health insurance policy and does not exempt students from taking out accident insurance cover in the compulsory health insurance policy. Further information can be obtained from Academic Affairs & Student Services.

Liability insurance is the participants’ responsibility (compulsory!)
Inasmuch as this is legally admissible, the following exclusion of liability is applicable: Unisport St.Gallen and the University of St.Gallen are not liable for any damage or injury suffered by persons, things or equipment in connection with sporting activities or in Unisport’s facilities or on extramural premises, nor are Unisport and the University of St.Gallen liable for any loss of personal effects, valuables, clothes, etc. Any liability for deposited objects is also excluded. Taking out insurance cover for such cases is the responsibility of anyone authorised to use the facilities offered by Unisport.

It is the exclusive responsibility of participants to take out the insurance policies necessary for participation in any events and sporting activities.

Unisport recommends that the following insurance cover should be taken out in good time when registering for courses, events, etc., for the following contingencies: avoidance of contract; cancellation costs; search, rescue and transport costs in the case of accident or illness; and liability, including mountain, snow, water, game and endurance sports accidents.

Admission / ID / authorisation
Persons engaged in sporting activities have to be able to present their student ID, staff ID or Unisport authorisation ID on request.

Regulations governing authorisation in Unisport St.Gallen can be read at the homepage www.sport.unisg.ch.
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